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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores a new strategy in developing products quickly, cheaply and
efficiently, with the hopes to redefine the paradigms behind the product design process. This
was carried out through the development of the product "flatRat", a commemorative MIT
novelty ring. With this product, we explored different prototyping techniques, manufacturing
processes, and business strategies with the hope to optimize the process for others to carry
out similar projects. This thesis summarizes a selection of work from the development of
flatRat from concept generation to final product sales.

The ultimate goal of this project was to bring a product to life with limited resources.
From the project's beginning in June, 2009 to its capstone in February, 2011, flatRat was
designed and developed fully into a marketable product followed by an initial manufacturing
run of 500 units. These were sold to MIT's Class of 2013 Ring Committee and given away to
attendants of the "Ring Premiere" Ceremony on February 11, 2011. This product is currently
being developed further to be sold at the MIT Museum and Campus Bookstore. The process
developed around this product is currently being implemented at Olin College of Engineering
under Dr. Lawrence Neeley.
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Introduction

There are a multitude of product development strategies being implemented

throughout industry, all with the hopes of bringing profitable ideas to market. An idea usually

needs a considerable amount of money, time and man power to fully develop itself from a

promising concept to a profitable item. There are exceptions to these standards, but most

products on store shelves are backed by large amounts of money with vast resources for

prototyping, marketing and distribution. This leaves a significant barrier to entry into the

product market to those who cannot overcome the standard cost associated with product

development and distribution.

The goal of this project is to develop new avenues that a product can come to life ,

focusing to minimize time and resources in its development. By doing so, we hope to make

the product development process more accessible and allow more ideas to come to market

from a variety of backgrounds. We are exploring these strategies via several products that

allow us to test our new processes first hand while assessing and optimizing their potential

for widespread use. The flagship product of this research project is the "flatRat", a foldable

MIT class ring, also know as the "Brass Rat". Over the past two years, we have explored a

multitude of tools under this concept and it has developed into a complete product we are

currently producing and selling. This paper will outline the development of the "flatRat" and

highlight our exploration into prototyping, manufacturing, and distribution strategies that will

in turn, apply back to a process that makes product development accessible to a wider

range of people.

It should be made clear that the goal of this project is not to redefine design process

in large companies or for designers that have the knowledge to adequate produce their

products, but rather develop new strategies to make product development available to a new

audience. There is currently a large population of inexperienced designers that will benefit

from a renovated and consolidated design process, which we hope to deliver.



I Concept Generation

The first part of any product development process is generating a concept. This time

is incredibly crucial to the rest of the process and ultimately leads to the success of a

product. Most products are derived to fill a user need or fill a user need better than an

existing solution. Our products ultimately look to do the same, but the foundation of the

process is changed due to the constraints and goals of the project.

Rather than generating concepts specifically around user needs, we focused our idea

generation around low cost manufacturing processes. This allows us to control the rest of

the process for any idea as long as it fits first within this first manufacturing constraint. If we

left it unconstrained, ideas would potentially arise that were out of the scope of our process

and require complex manufacturing or assembly. For example, if an idea required complex

3D surfaces it would potentially call for injection molding or some other similar

manufacturing process. Though these aren't completely out of reach, they come with a set of

potential issues and details that would be overly complex for the initial stages of our project

and may be out of scope for the first iteration of our process. That being said, we decided to

begin with simple, 2 dimensional manufacturing processes and set boundaries for ideas to

only be manufactured in that space.

The decision to limit to specific manufacturing processes gives a good set of

boundaries for what a product might be within our process, but doesn't create too great of

limits such that new and interesting ideas cannot come out of it. The most important aspect

of this decision is that we can control the more detailed steps later in the process, such as

prototyping and design for manufacturing. We can then provide adequate instruction and

guidance through these controlled steps and avoid the variances that may cause delays and

cost money. This also puts the project within scope for our team, allowing us to control one

variable at a time instead of worrying about breadth of potential options that we haven't

completely explored. By mastering the in's and outs within our initial constraints, we will

have a robust process that can handle a wide range of potential products. We can then

move to on to control subsequent steps that will then expand the capabilities of our process.

After we have complete control over the complete set of skills for one specific manufacturing



process, we can then begin to explore another and master the process involved in that form

of production.

Ultimately, we aspire to control a wide range of manufacturing processes such that

idea generation will no longer be constrained by production. This would allow a designer to

completely focus on a user need and then find the prototyping, manufacturing and

distribution path to take their idea through full development, no matter the variety or

complexity of each step that may be necessary. This end goal will take a considerable

amount of work and time, but by steadily working and mastering each step, a full catalog of

potential options will be developed and open to users.

This thesis explores the first of these options with products that are (1) purely

mechanical and (2) manufactured by 2 dimensional processes. This means that the form of

a product or each piece within a product is determined only by variations in the X-Y plane

with a controlled Z. The material will have a set thickness and the manufacturing process will

be able to alter the area and shape of the flat plane but it cannot vary the thickness or depth

a part. This would be like having a piece of paper that you cut to any shape you want, but you

can't make the piece of paper thicker at any point. You may be able fold it or bend it to

change the shape but the initial thickness cannot be altered.

This control over the first products is critical for controlling a lot of the primary steps

of the development process. Two dimensional products have some pros that allow us to

control a lot of the process and also easily transfer it to a wider population. First, the

manufacturing processes are relatively intuitive and the tools for designing are all easily

accessible. The packaging for these products is also straightforward. With two dimensional

products, one only needs 2D packaging which can be as simple and cheap as an envelope.

This in turn leads to easy shipping and distribution, with smaller objects being as easy as

standard USPS first class mail. These are all in line with our initial goals of limiting time and

cost associated with our process along with simplifying our first run.

The constraints take products down to a very simple level and will not only allow us to

optimize the steps of the process but we will also optimize how we learn and document

these processes for others. The key to the first stage of this project is learning how to

assemble information and details about every aspect that may arise in each process. Initially



we planned on this to be a quick and non-trivial aspect but this first run took much longer

than expected. Even though we constrained the project to these low level products, we had

to learn how to learn from our work and how to translate it into a meaningful process. This

was an incredibly important part of the project allowing us to refine how we approached

subsequent steps and how the interact. We were also able to encounter most of the

problems that arise in these manufacturing or prototyping processes which may help future

designers avoid pitfalls in their projects.

1.1. Benchmarking

With these constraints in place, we began our first iteration of our development

process in June of 2009. Our first step was to introduce ourselves to the space we were

working in by benchmarking current products that used similar manufacturing processes as

the ones we were limiting ourselves to. Benchmarking is the observation of current

standards among products that currently exist and how they are implemented into the

market. This step allows us to get a good idea of what is currently being sold, how far the

technology can take us, and what has actually been successful in the market. By collecting

all this information, we can further guide our concept generation and optimize our decision

based on the details of existing products.

At this point in the project, we had inclination towards laser cutting as a

manufacturing process due to our easy access to the machines and its capabilities to

prototype within our constraints. As we continued our research in the following months, we

expanded the breadth of our scope to other manufacturing but the initial benchmarking

efforts were constrained to simple 2D products that had the potential to be laser cut. All

products were recorded by name, brief description, and commented on as shown in the

spreadsheet in Appendix A on the following page.

As we went through this step in the process, it actually proved to be potentially useful

in cutting time off the overall process, which was one of our primary goals. In our case, we

we're able to learn a tremendous amount from simply exploring the current market and how

the technologies are used. For example, Flgure 1 demonstrates abstract geometries and



interactions that can be used with the the laser cutter. We could have explored and

eventually come to the conclusion that we could make a product such as the elephant

skeleton, but it would take a lot of time to get there. By evaluating the market, we saw the

products that are using the technology fully and the potential for our product.

Figure 1 :Laser cut elephant skeleton held together without adhesive. Epilog Laser Company [1]

The benchmarking process also included a basic search for user needs and how

some of the products that we observed were filling those needs. There was a particular

focus to wallet sized items that were the size of a credit card but also served a particular

function. These ranged from complex multi-tools to bottle openers to purely aesthetic

novelties, all of which were flat packed to fit in a compact space shown in Figure XX.

I
Figure 2: From left to right: wallet multiool [2], lock pick set [3] and bottle opener [4]



Another interesting theme of products take 2D pieces and manipulate the final form

to become a 3 dimensional product, both functionally and aesthetically. These products

were particularly appealing because they offered new potential for our product to take more

advanced shapes and functions beyond some of the simpler flat packed objects we

observed. Some of the benchmarked products in Figure XXX show the potential for a flat

product to be altered into 3 dimensional form.

Figure 3 :Mikro Man figure "Off Road". Begins flat and folds up to figure on bike [5]

The Mikro Man product line, as shown in Figure 3, have based their entire company around

this technique. Their initially single flat piece bends into an artistic toy figure.

1.2 Brainstorming

The primary goal of the previous steps is to create a certain level of controlled idea

generation within the brainstorming process. By ensuring all the constraints are known and

understood, the time spent brainstorming can be incredibly effective in finding a good idea

that fits within our specific process. Brainstorming, in product design, is the formal process

of generating new ideas. Good ideas don't always come in a single of moment of inspiration,

but most often come during an organized brainstorming session that has been set up with a

specific set of goals and constraints. These sessions help generate a multitude of ideas that

afterward can be filtered to good and bad ideas, and during the evaluation the best ideas



can be down selected to the best solution. This section will review the overall function and

strategies of brainstorming while also outlining the results of our own brainstorming session.

The following section is an example of how we might translate this process to people who

are new to brainstorming along with giving a basic outline of how our process works in

relation to this paper.

Guide To Brainstorming

First and foremost, the main purpose of a brainstorming session is to come up with as

many ideas as possible. You may think that your only goal is to come up with one good idea

that you can turn into a product, but that isn't the case for brainstorming. Brainstorming

allows you to come up with a multitude of ideas that, until the end, should be considered of

equal value to your project. Never evaluate your ideas while your brainstorming, just worry

about getting lots ideas out. The more ideas you generate, the better chance you'll find a

good one along the way and the more options you have when you want to make your final

decision.[6]

A brainstorm session is structured in order to promote a multitude of ideas. There are

developed rules and guidelines that professionals to amateurs alike use to have the most

efficient brainstorming sessions. Most often, a group of people will get together in a quiet

and comfortable area to have a brainstorming session. There are established rules

beforehand and a set an amount of time to generate ideas. The brainstorm begins with a

prompt, and everyone then proceeds to think of ideas, document them, and present them to

the group. It is meant to be a fast paced process with ideas flying for however long you have

set to brainstorm. To get good results, we have created a checklist for the optimal

brainstorm.

Checklist for Brainstorming

Setup

- People - You can brainstorm all by yourself, but studies have shown that the best

brainstorming happens with 3-5 people. These numbers allow for easy communication but



also enough brainpower to put out a lot of ideas. They don't have to be people part of your

project and sometimes its better to bring in different people to get new perspectives and

hopefully new interesting ideas.

- Place - Find a place that everyone can be comfortable and can easily communicate with

one another. A wall, dry erase or chalk board are a plus.

- Tools - One of the most critical parts of the set up is developing a universal mode of

documentation. Everyone needs to document their ideas the same way and you need to

have a way to have all the ideas presentable to the rest of the group. Here are two ways

that you may want to do it:

- Paper and Pin Up - Everyone should have a stack of paper and a marker. As you

come up with an idea: draw a quick sketch, put a descriptive name on it, give a

quick description to everyone in the group, and pin it up so that everyone in the

group can see it. It is important that you announce and pin your ideas visibly. First,

so that they don't waste their time writing down the same idea if they think of it later

in the brainstorm and also that they can potentially build off it into other ideas.

Figure 4 :Paper and Pin Up brainstorming session held during Discover Product Design Program, August 2009



- Dry Erase/Chalk Board and Recorder - In this scenario, one person is designated as

the idea recorder. Everyone comes up with ideas, gives a quick description and the

recorder writes down a descriptive word or picture to record the idea on the board.

Figure 5 :Dry Erase brainstorm session for flatRat project held June 2009

Rules To Brainstorming

- Establish a set of rules for the session and make sure everyone knows them. This is

important to how well your brainstorm flows and the quality and quantity of your ideas.

Here is a basic set of rules that should lead to a productive brainstorm:

1. Focus on Quantity - As mentioned previously, brainstorming is all about getting lots of

ideas out there. Encourage people to put out every idea that pops into their head.

2. Withhold Criticism - There are no good or bad ideas during a brainstorm, just ideas. Don't

waste critical thinking time on evaluating the intricacies of any idea.

3. Welcome Unusual Ideas -Thinking out of the box is key to potentially finding a new and

innovative idea. Even if something isn't feasible, there may be aspects of it that will

contribute to other people's ideas and lead to something interesting.



4. Combine and Improve Ideas - There is no idea ownership during a brainstorm, therefore

you can take someone's idea and build on it or change it to a new and interesting idea

5. Have Fun - This shouldn't be a frustrating process but should be an enjoyable time to

thinking creatively and put out a ton of ideas.

- Set a time limit -You should limit your brainstorms to between 15 and 30 minutes. This

amount of time is long enough that people can think through things thoroughly but not

exhaust people creatively. It also yields a manageable quantity of ideas that you can

evaluate later.

- Prompt - You should have a designated prompt to focus what you are brainstorming for. In

this case you'll be looking for "2D or 2D->3D products". You want it to be directed but not

too open ended such that your ideas are all over the place.

- GO! - Even if you don't have any experience, give it a shot and see how many ideas you can

put out.

We set up a brainstorm session to think about potential 2D products made by laser

cutter. Everyone who was involved was prepared by looking over the benchmarked products

and contributing products to the list that they found. Everyone was given the rules of the

brainstorm and the prompt for 2 dimensional products leading to a multitude of ideas as

seen in the Figure 5 above.

After our brainstorm, we reflected on all of the ideas and evaluated the results. The

first step in this process was to categorize the ideas and focus on the areas that we saw

most interesting shown in Figure 6.



Figure 6: Collection and categorizing of ideas from Brainstorm in Figure 5

From these results we could then go onto deeper evaluation and begin to down select

to a concept that we wanted to go forward with. The ease and success of concept selection

directly relates to the ideas generated from these early stages.



2 CONCEPT SELECTION

With a multitude of ideas from the brainstorm, we needed to evaluate each in order

to move forward with the project. Unlike most concept selection in industry, this down

selection mainly revolved around personal affinity for a concept. It was decided that

whatever project I went forward with would have to be one that I was passionate about and

would be motivated to continue. All of the other constraints and factors could be figured out,

but if it wasn't a project that we were excited about it would have a lot more trouble getting

off the ground. Most of the time selecting a concept revolves around market potential,

technical feasibility, or cost, but with ours we tried to make it fairly personal. There was

definitely consideration into every one of these factors and they did contribute to our final

concept, but the over arching factor was our excitement.

2.1 THE "FLATRAT"

The clear favorite of our ideas was the concept of a foldable "Brass Rat", MIT's class

ring. The ring could be carried around as a credit card sized insert in your wallet and when

the time came, you could take the flat ring out, fold it together, and sport a the 3D ring. The

ring had the potential to be made out of paper, plastic and most ideally thin metal to give the

same aesthetic as the official class ring.

This concept was the most compelling because of the rich history and culture within

MIT and behind the "Brass Rat" ring. The "Brass Rat" has been the official class ring of MIT

students since 1929 and has become one of the primary recognition symbols of a MIT

graduate. The original Standard Technology Ring depicted a beaver, the school's mascot, on

it's bezel which eventually lead to it's nickname the "Brass Rat". Every graduating class of

MIT assigns a committee to redesign the ring to be unique to their class. Over the years, the

tradition behind the ring has grown and it has become one of the defining elements of all of

MIT.

Though the ring changes every year, there are common elements that make the ring

recognizable. This includes common images of a beaver on the bezel, seal and dome on the

sides, and most recently the Boston and Cambridge skylines. The Class of 2011 Brass Rat is

depicted in Figure 7 below.



Figure 7: The Class of 2011 Brass Rat ring

The foldable Brass Rat concept, known as "flatRat" is an opportunity to celebrate the

rich tradition behind the ring and commemorate the history of MIT. This product focused on

the emotional ties that people had to MIT and their rings, which would make our product a

compelling novelty. The actual function of the product is over shadowed by the excitement

around it's ties to MIT culture and community.

One of the most compelling parts of this project was our accessibility to the market.

With most products, it is difficult to get your foot in the door with a product and capture a

market share. This product however was all within reach with the community that we were

working in. I also had a lot of the insight into the market, which would allow me to develop

the product with clear information and also the ability to do direct user testing to optimize

the design. That being said, there were some major trade offs to the MIT market, mainly in

size. We could access it easily but we were also caping the size of the project to the size of

the small market of the MIT community. For a student project and my first attempt at

product design, this wasn't as much of an issue but rather was a good fit for my abilities.

Overall, this concept had a ton of potential to go in lots of different directs with

numerous pros for its development in our process. The project also played a good balance of

ambiguity for what it could become and enough definition that it could thrive within our

process. With the concept decided, we began the early stages of prototyping and refining the

concept to a marketable product.



3 Prototyping

After down selecting to a final concept, I began to prototype to a final product. The

flatRat concept was a great fit for prototyping because the idea was open to a multitude of

approaches, forms, structures, and issues that could be hashed out during prototyping. Our

initial prototyping processes are extremely cost effective and accessible, with everything

being free or within a common household.

Our primary goal in the first weeks of prototyping were to develop as many ideas as

possible, with as much spread and diversity among the prototypes that we could think of.

This would lead to a wide range of elements that could lead to a breakthrough in the final

iteration of the flatRat. Since the first stages of prototyping took relatively no money and little

time, not all the prototypes I made necessarily made sense as a final product. Some would

be very difficult to use, manufacture or distribute, but they each an interesting element that I

hadn't seen in previous prototyping. With low fidelity prototyping, this mindset is incredibly

important for (1) potentially finding an innovative solution and (2) understanding everything

about the materials and constraints of the prototyping process. By pushing each prototyping

tool too its boundaries, we could see what the most extreme prototype of flatRat may look

like and how that may translate into an interesting product.

3.1 VISUAL PROTOTYPING

Our prototyping process began with the lowest fidelity tools and advanced to more

complex as we felt necessary. The lowest form of prototyping is through sketching or basic

digital rendering. Drawing a form, idea or structure can give you pertinent information a very

small amount of time put into the sketch. Putting ideas to paper creates a concrete visual for

a concept and is the first step to understanding if it can be translated to a tangible

prototype. Sketching allows for quick iteration but it also doesn't allow you to understand the

physical constraints of the project or the potential issues of the forms represented. It does

provide a great first representation and can serve as an invaluable first tool to bringing any

idea to life.

The next level above this is digital rendering, which in some forms can take just as

little of time as drawing out an idea. Digital prototyping is helpful because it allows the visual



prototype to take more complex forms at a high resolution. For example, I can attempt to

draw a perfect square by using a ruler, measuring out exact side widths, make sure the

corners are exactly 90 degrees, and try to get it exact with pen along those lines. This will

lead to a good looking square, but there are too many potential inconsistencies to make sure

that it is perfect. Digital prototyping will take away the human tolerances and make the

square precise. It also has the ability to add complex coloring, abstract curves, and is

editable after its creation. There are a wide range of tools to use on the computer for this

and even the easiest to use can give a great visual prototype for a short amount of time

invested. Figure 8 shows a digital prototype of the flatRat before anything was actually

prototyped physically.

Figure 8 Digital prototype of flatRat concept created in Adobe Photoshop CS3. June 2009.

Figure 8 was created using Adobe Photoshop CS3 but it's components can all be

made by MS Paint or other standard software. I was able to include all the basic form

elements of a flat ring while also adding the components of the 2011 Brass Rat to give it a

completed feel. This digital prototype gave a quality first representation and would in turn

influence future prototypes.

3.2 PAPER PROTOTYPING

Paper prototyping is one of the quickest and cheapest form of physical rapid

prototyping. Paper lends itself to many functions and with the flatRat project, paper's

properties can be directly related to tho materials that we were hoping to use. This form of



prototyping serves our overall projects goals as well. By restricting to 2 dimensional

manufacturing, we can essentially reproduce any part with paper or paper based products.

Some of the material properties may differ from some of the material options we were

considering, like metals or plastics, but all the forms can be modeled and rigid card stock

can be used that hold shape to mimic stronger materials.

Paper can be cut and manipulated very easily which allowed us to create dozens of

prototypes in a very shot amount of time. This process allows for continuous iteration and

improvement, which can't be said for a lot of prototyping processes. If we chose to prototype

in metals at this stage, each prototype would have a considerably larger investment. This

would require us to make more concise prototypes and leave less room for exploration,

which was critical in the early development stages of our product. With very little investment,

we had huge returns for what we learned in paper and the beginning of our physical

prototyping.

The very first physical prototype seen in Figure 9 of flatRat is a prime

a low fidelity prototype can prove as a proof of concept.

example of how

Figure 9: Rough prototyping of digital prototype in Figure 1. Made out of wax coated playing card. Flat packed

form (left) and comparing shape to brass rat (center) on finger (left)



This prototype took less than 10 minutes to make but it yielded a basic proof that the

form in Figure 8 made sense as a physical product. It also required no monetary investment

by being made out of a recycle playing card.

Continuing on this path of taking a digital design and turning into a physical

prototype, I wanted to see what kind of shapes and complexity I could get with the computer

and transfer it to paper. With these prototypes, I set a constraint of using only open source

computer programs, meaning that they are complete free to download and use. This was in

line with our original philosophy of accessibility and cost effectiveness.

The first program I explored was Metasequoia, a japanese surface modeling program

that runs on Windows. It allows you to create and edit objects based on flat surfaces. For

example, a cube won't be a solid volume but rather a collection of 6 flat surfaces. This works

perfectly for paper based prototypes that can only use a flat surface in order to The language

barrier from its translation is difficult at times, but for the most part everything is universally

designed so that anyone can use it. I was able to prototype several three dimensional

mockups of flatRat in the software, the first shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10: Computer aid design software Metasequeria used to surface model ring



This model gave us a good idea of the shape and look of a 3D ring, but a physical

prototype would provide tangible feedback for this model. To make a paper prototype, I could

have done extensive geometry analysis and precise measuring and cutting, but that would

take far too long for the fidelity of prototype we were looking for. Instead, I found the free

program "Papakua" (Figure 11) which takes the surface models created in Metasequeria

and unfolds them to paper cut outs. So the complex surfaces made in the original model will

be folded out, given flaps, and fit onto a standard pieces of printer paper.

FIGURE 11: Computer aided "unfolding" software Papakura screen shot

I could then print this out onto standard computer paper from a generic printer, cut

with an ulfaknife and fold together. This model, shown Figure 12, was fairly complex in

geometry and took some dexterity to assembly. This process allowed for some very detailed

prototypes that had much more complex of geometries to the point where it was too difficult

to reproduce by hand. This also had a great potential of turning into a final form of the

flatRat with the ability to fold together a full flatRat with a cheap and easy piece of paper.



FIGURE 12: Prototype derived from Figure 11 and assembled with paper, ulfaknife and glue. June 2009.

This tool helped create a series of prototypes in a short period of time. Each of the

prototypes attempted to have some differentiating factor that would allow us to learn

something from each one. The prototypes in Figure 13 is testing the ability to transfer this

technology to the size constraints of the rings. These two prototypes approximated a size

nine ring and also the ability to include artwork.

FIGURE 13: Small prototype derived from Papakura software with added graphics (left). June 2009.

These two prototypes required an even greater amount of dexterity to assembly. They

turned out to look very similar to the Brass Rat look and feel but were pretty hard to put



together, which was a constant trade off that we had to make throughout the process with

future prototypes.

The prototype in Figure 14 attempts to diffuse the difficulty of these types of paper

prototypes and keep the look and feel of the ring. The ring is broken into 3 components that

are individually easier to fold than than the whole ring shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 14: Multi piece large ring modeled by Papakura software with added graphics. June 2009.

This prototype was the first exploration into a multiple piece ring. This made each

piece easier to fold but several potential issues arose based on the multiple piece

component . The most obvious problem was how each piece would interact with one

another, especially in the final product. This prototype could be glued together but that

solution would be impractical for user assembly. The question continued to be an potential

problem for any approach with multiple pieces and would lead to some interesting solutions

down the road.

After quickly exploring the multiple part ring, I dove back into creating a ring that

would function from a single part. This would help us avoid the connecting issue and also aid

in some other factors like keeping multiple parts together in packaging and distribution. I



began to look into different forms that would be replicated if the product would be made out

of metal. This would require much simpler folding methods than the previous prototypes but

also wouldn't require and fasteners or glue to maintain their shape.

The prototype in Figure 15 demonstrates a paper prototype that would take

advantage of the characteristics of metal and also beginning to address the issues of a

multiple finger sizes. This ring would be bent to a basic shape down from the bezel, and then

points that would meet under the ring would be adjustable. This would allow a large range of

fingers to use the same ring and individual sizes wouldn't have to be made.

FIGURE 15: Paper prototype with adjustable flaps for multiple ring sizes. June 2009.

Though this prototype looked to address some of the primary needs, it fell short in

giving a good feel. It did however, help stir the issue of multiple sizes and how we were going

to address the problem of fitting the ring to many people.

The prototype in Figure 16 continues with the theme of one part prototyping. This is a

similar prototype to the previous CAD based rings, but I looked to minimize the amount of

material used with the shape. This prototype was considerably easier to fold together than



the previous prototypes and it had a great feel once it was completed. Overall, this prototype

had a lot of positives and lent itself very well to the overall concept of flatRat.

FIGURE 1.6: One piece prototype derived from Papakura and assembled with glue. June 2009.

The main issues with this part were its size and again, the issue of multiple sizing. At

this point in the project, we were looking to fit the entire product in someone's wallet and

this prototype was double the allowable length. The issue of multiple sizes wasn't served in

this prototype but its form gave rise to a potential solution of changing the band length to

change the sizing. The long tail seen in this prototype could easily be shortened or

lengthened to fit anyone's ring.

To build upon this concept, my next prototype looked to serve multiple sizing while

maintaining the form of the ring. I also began to look more closely at what makes the look

and feel of the Brass Rat unique and how to implement those aesthetics with the

functionality that we want for our product. One of the most defining components of the ring

is how the bezel interacts with the rest of the ring. There is a distinct ridge that borders the

main beaver depiction and the inset bezel is a unique feature that people can recognize

from a distance. I also questioned some of the form elements needed on the flatRat, in

particular needing full form around the bottom of the ring. The underside of the ring is rarely



looked at and if someone is showing off a ring, they exclusively display the top side of the

ring with your other fingers covering the bottom side of the ring. With those thoughts in

mind, I made the prototype shown in Figure 17 in CAD.

FIGURE 17: CAD of more complex multi piece prototype. June 2009.

This prototype stepped back into multiple pieces in order to gain all the functionally

that we wanted. I also emphasized the need for all the surface to be able to display the full

artwork of the ring along with the raised ridge bordering the bezel. The full assembly of the

ring is shown in Figure 18 from 3 pieces to a comparison to the Brass Rat.



FIGURE 18: Physical prototype from CAD in Figure 17. Product assembly cycle from top left. June 2009.

This top side of this prototype was the most similar to the Brass Rat along with having

the potential to serve different size of rings. The prototype requires assembly and each piece

is connected strictly by mechanical functions of either hooking or press fits. It met a lot of

our constraints, but it had the issue of a large surface area needed for the complete

product. Though the bottoms side served a primary function, there was something missing

about the look and feel of the ring. If it wasn't on your finger, it would look incomplete and

unrefined. We were assuming that people would wear the ring for a few minutes, but the rest

of the time it would serve as a novelty item that was fun representation of MIT. This brought

up the issue of how complete the product had to look and the balance between functionality

and aesthetics.



Figure 19 dives into the functional side of this argument by attempting to again

satisfy our issues with variable sizes. The basic bezel was fit with a rubber band that would

conform to the complete range of finger sizes.

FIGURE 19: Basic bezel and rubber band prototype. June 2009.

This solution was great to include all of potential market with one ring but it also had

some big issues with implementation and aesthetics. The biggest downfall of this prototype

was how we would be able to implement this function easily within our manufacturing and

assembly steps. We would have to source an entirely new manufacturing process and then

would have to assemble the product accordingly, or find a way that users could easily put it

in place. Even if we did have the users assembly the product we would still have a more

complex packaging process that would have to include the multiple forms and materials.

The next few prototypes were an attempt to completely step away from the techniques

that I had previously been working with and potentially find a new solution to our problems.

Figure 20 shows a quick prototype into foam core, a thicker composite material made of

paper and foam. This prototype was definitely difficult to work with and the end product

showed the results of that. In order to work with material, our manufacturing process would

have to be very detailed and controlled to get quality edging and form. Overall, this quick



prototype gave a quick indication that working with this material would probably be a bad

decision.

FIGURE 20: Foamcore prototype. July 2009.

On a similar path, Figure 21 is an exploration into 3D materials to see if there was

anything interesting to learn from those types of forms. For these prototypes, I carved blue

form to the form of the rings. One prototype was left whole while the other was cut to smaller

pieces for potential assembly. This process was tedious and without the correct tools, the

prototypes turned out to be pretty rough and unfinished.

FIGURE 21: Full 3D model shaped out of foam. July 2009



Ultimately, both the foam and foam core were difficult to work with and the prototypes

that each yielded were poor. This helped us narrow our potential materials and where I'd

focus the next set of prototypes. This also was a quality lesson in exploring different

materials within prototyping. By quickly incorporating these two prototyping materials I could

easily see that they were a poor fit but also a sense of what kind of projects that might be

suitable for the in the future. These two prototypes took very little time and gave me a lot of

information, which is incredibly valuable for the prototyping process. These two prototypes

really didn't contribute anything to the end project, but served as a great, quick learning tool

for the prototyping process as a whole and the focus that lead to the future quality

prototypes.

After this divergence, I dove back into exploring paper prototypes. With previous

prototypes, I was able to see a lot of how I could incorporate all the aesthetics we may need

for the project but there were still plenty of questions involving the best way to attache the

functional requirements of the ring. Figure 22 shows an attempt to attach to pieces of the

ring mechanically. The ring has two tabs on either end that can be placed through a slot,

turned 90 degrees and pulled back down into slots that hold the two pieces together.

FIGURE 22: Ring locking mechanism for multi piece rings. July 2009.

This prototype started pushing forward to solve our problems with more mechanically

complex solutions than simple folding and cutting. These solutions are more robust and can



be done in a multitude of ways to serve all the functions I was looking for in the ring. This

solutions isn't necessarily optimized or the best, but it served as a good starting point for the

prototypes to follow.

This time frame of prototyping really pushed my creative abilities to think of solutions

far outside of the box. By trying to find non-obvious solutions or unorthodox approaches, I

started to come across more interesting ideas and more compelling concepts. This started

showing the value of repeat prototyping and diversify approaches. With a steady set of

various prototypes, each mandated to take a different approach, I was able to see the real

boundaries of the process and also how to play within the space to come up with a novel

solution.

My next prototype really exemplifies the prototyping process by its unique and non-

obvious solution. The goal of the prototype in Figure 23 was to simplify the entire product

down to a rectangle. I was only able to use a 90 degree rectangle in order to create a full ring

shape. I also wanted it to be a continuous ring that didn't require complex connecting points.

This lead to a prototype that would be easily folded and robustly stay together. The prototype

when worn would display the shanks and bezel fully and the supporting ring held the rest of

the ring together without interaction points.

FIGURE 23: Single piece square prototype. July 2009.



This solution lacked in some areas of concern such as a ring look in every

component, with an aesthetically lacking underside. This was countered however with the

simplicity of the prototype and also the saved cost with the initial form. This prototype, if

produced, would be the cheapest to manufacture and would yield a great look and feel. It

fits all of our constraints to fit in the form factor of a business card and wold be a great

addition to someone's wallet. With paper, it has the ability to be refolded and re-worn,

something not many of the prototypes have. Though I liked this prototype, I had to continue

to diversify and explore to potentially see something new and interesting.

The prototype in Figure 23 inspired to me to push the envelope on simple forms

moving in ways that you wouldn't expect. We also had discussions as a group about the

potential functionality of the flatRat and the possibility of making it more puzzle like. Instead

of using intuitive forms, the product would be non-obvious and challenge the user to put it

together the right way. Though the end product still looked to deliver the same thing, getting

to the final product would be more interesting and complex user experience. Figure 24

shows my attempt for a puzzle ring that requires some non-obvious folding and interactions

that gives both an interesting look and more intricate final product.

FIGURE 24: Complex puzzle ring flat (left) and puzzle ring compared to Brass Rat (right). July 2009.



This prototype was both interesting and insightful. Most of the time, you want to make

a product easy to understand and come together with simple and obvious steps. This

however, required me to make something more complex and more difficult to user in order to

add to the user experience of putting it together. Eventually, we decided this strategy added

a little too much complexity for what we were ultimately trying to do, but practice this

process and looking to control the user experience in a certain way was very valuable for

future prototyping.

Paper prototyping served as an incredibly useful resource and created a great

foundation for the project, all while costing less than 5 dollars for all materials used. The

value gained from these prototypes greatly outweighed the investment and served as the

perfect spring board to the next level of prototyping. It was also all done with tools that

anyone can access and use, providing the perfect platform for anyone to use and exploit for

our development process.

3.3 LASER CUTTING

Laser cutting is a quick, cheap (for this particular project) and informative prototyping

tool. The machines have a wide range of capabilities ranging from cutting surface imagines

on materials to creating complex 2 dimensional curves in mechanical products. The laser

cutter was our initial end manufacturing process and the constraints of the machine created

the initial constraints on our process of 2 dimensional products. This prototyping process

served as a great tool for our prototyping by including the detail of computer aided design

paired with computer controlled machining. This allowed us to prototype with controlled

variations but also consistent repeatability that we would need for future manufacturing.

A laser cutter works by controlling the power of a laser to a single point and being

able to move that point over an x-y plane. The concentrated energy in the laser is focused to

point on a material and the energy separates the molecules within the material.. This

separation, when done so through the entire thickness of the part, is called a vector. Vector

cuts can be complex shapes on the x-y plane or cut holes on the interior of a flat part. The

power of the laser can be limited so only the surface of a material is altered, which is called



a raster. This effect can be used to add images or basic functional features that require

basic multiple thicknesses. Raster cuts have a great amount of variability however, and

shouldn't be relied upon for tight tolerances.

Just as paper prototyping, all of the initial pieces must be 2 dimensional. When

designing 3D products with the laser cutter, the object should only consist of 2D flat planes

and then assembled into the 3D product. This again brought up the issue of interacting

pieces and how to design the connection points which will be discussed further in the paper.

The use of the laser cutter requires some more advanced computer programs in

order to translate designs into the laser tool paths. The major requirement is a vector editing

software, such as Adobe Illustrator or CorelDraw. The program must be vector based, which

means it develops an image based on a set of equations rather than pixels. For example,

when you draw a line, a vector creates an equation for that line to exist rather than a pixel

based software would simply color the pixels in the path a different color. This allows the line

to be edited after being created along with creating an equation that can be translated into

the laser's movement when cutting.

These programs only allow you to edit 2D parts from a top view and you can't develop

the more complex 3D products that the project may be looking for. In order to edit these

parts, I used solid modeling software "Solidworks" which can control the thickness of the

parts and the interaction between the parts can be modeled. This program has the

versatility to create complex assemblies for more advanced prototypes that we couldn't get

with vector based programs.

Using both Solidworks and Adobe Illustrator took a specific process in order to

translate the files into data that could be used for the laser cutter. Appendix B outlines the

necessary process to get the files from these programs to final cut on the laser. There are

some portions of this step by step process that can cause issues within the final cuts so by

creating a defined set of steps, one can always easily cut files from these formats. It is also

possible to cut from many other formatted files as long as they can be opened with

CorelDraw for this particular laser cutter.



For more advanced prototypes and to limit the use of glue or other fasteners, I developed a

way to snap together pieces with flush edges. This is done with a pressure snap fit with a

hook shape on one piece, with ridges to snap into on the other piece. These snap fits can

be used for 90 degree joints. This doesn't mean the object is limited to right angles, but

there must be a 90 deg angle where the two pieces meet one another.

A basic design diagram is given in Figure 25 with relevant dimensions. The raster

areas will require testing based on the quality and strength of the laser cutter that is used in

order to get a .005" deep raster cut.

Raster W = with of hole 2,3
Vetor ta = thickness of snap side t

th = thickness of hole side

W +.01

FIGURE 25: Acrylic snap fit feature for laser cut prototyping

These snaps can be used individually but are best when used in pairs. In order to use a pair

of snaps, set up the centers of of the snaps to align with their matching hole/snap as shown

below.



FIGURE 26: Acrylic snap fit alignment for multiple features

The holes can also be used to get a completely flush corner by moving the features to

the edge of each piece. If the tolerances from the machine are tight enough, these edge

holes will be robust for most applications but have more potential for falling apart.

A plus to laser cutting is that you are able to create images by way of rastering. This

can create a binary image, which means there can only be two different levels of contrast.

This means your image is created with a series of cuts that are all of the same depth. Some

lasers have the potential to differentiate rastering thicknesses for a more detailed depth

profile in an imagine, but none of our testing included these features. There is a limit to the

complexity of the images used, but by adding images by laser saves a secondary

manufacturing process to add graphics.



3.4 LASER PROTOTYPING

Prototyping flatRat with a laser presented unique challenges for the form and

aesthetic of a ring. The first prototypes were bulky and a far way off from a real Brass Rat
look and feel. This was a result of the plastics that we were using and their lack of dexterity

for this application. After exploring with the basic functions of the laser and getting the

basics of a snap fit to work, I produced the first iteration of flatRat in plastic as seen in

Figure 27.

FIGURE 27: Acrylic multi piece prototype with adjustable band and rastered bezel images. July 2009.

This prototype is a total of 8 pieces that are easily assembled and fit together to be a

wearable ring. It is primarily made up of two different thicknesses of acrylic sheet and the

band is a nylon strap. The strap can be adjusted to multiple sizes of finger and easily fits

within holes on the underside of the ring. There is also rastered image of a beaver on the

bezel to test to capabilities of translating an image to the ring. The prototype fit a lot of the

functional requirements of the ring and with a better color of acrylic, it would start looking a

bit more like a real Brass Rat.

As we started to increasing fidelity of prototypes, there was a rising problem of how

we were going to package all these pieces. For this prototype, I developed a laser cut

packaging solution as seen in Figure 28.



FIGURE 27: Packaging prototype for Figure 26 ring. July 2009.

Since this prototype was 8 different pieces of varying thickness, I had to come up

with a solution that accommodated that. The package is made up of the thickest piece of

acrylic with those components directly cut into the sheet. The rest of the sheet is rastered

half way through in order to nest the remaining components. The entire package was then

sealed with clear tape coating to hold everything in place. This solution seemed interesting

but it also had some major problems that called for refinement.

The main issue with this prototype was the multiple sizes of acrylic and different

material for the band. This would require (1) multiple sources for materials (2) advanced

assembly that would take time and money. Though these could all be made on the laser

cutter, the whole process of nesting several parts and sourcing assembly would potentially

increase cost to the point where we couldn't see any. This prototype also took a lot of time

per part to make on the cutter. With the heavy rastering in the material for the nesting parts,

each unit would cost too much to actually outsource. Ultimately the product needed to be

slimmed down, reduced part count and aesthetically refined.

One of the more difficult issues with the laser cutter was getting quality images with

the rastering. Figure 28 shows some explorations in imagine application strategies with

different materials.



FIGURE 28: rastering testing on acrylic mirror (left), opaque acrylic (center) and backside rastering on clear

acrylic (right). July 2009

One of the major tactile factors on the real Brass Rat is the depth and profile of the

beaver on the bezel, so I did my best to replicate that in the initial prototypes by rastering on

the top side of the acrylic. This would give a rough surface and basic depth to give a similar

feel. This however, would require very deep cuts that would at times start melting the

surrounding plastic, leaving a dusty residue and burn marks. In order to mitigate this

problem, I optimized the boundaries of the raster on the laser I was using. This was part of a

trade off of aesthetic feel and time per cut. With deep cuts, the machine would take a lot

longer to lay a depth heavy imagine compared to a quick cut image that may lose some of

it's appeal.

I attempted to find some new solutions among different types of acrylic and different

application of the laser. The first was a backside cut on the translucent plastic which shows

the image of the ring through the clear plastic. This gave a clean topside view but also took

away from some of the look and feel we were going for. I also tried top side cut on opaque

acrylic to see how the different contrast would help the look. The image came out clearer

due to the dust residue after the cut but could be wiped away and the image was very



difficult to see. The last was cutting an image into a mirrored back piece of acrylic. This

acrylic is covered in a reflective paper that shows through the translucent acrylic and gives a

mirrored look. By rastering the paper, the image would come out clear with a much shorter

cutting time. There was however some difficulty getting consistency with the cut along with

easy burning of the reflective paper.

In general, producing a quality image on the ring was very difficult. The constraints of

the laser made it tough to get a good look and tactile feel, but some of the solutions were

good enough to get our basic prototyping aesthetic across. I started looking into some other

secondary processes like screen printing or painting to get the images on the ring with the

hope to find an interesting solution to this dilemma.

The next set of prototypes looked to redesigning our system for addressing multiple

finger sizes. Figure 29 shows the same ring design altered to fit three ranges that covers

95% of the current population. Ring's were sized a 6, 9, and 12 or small, medium and large

respectively, with the hope that people could buy the ring that was slightly larger than your

size. This was justified by the user's time actually wearing the ring. If a user only wears the

ring from a couple minutes to at most a half hour, having a ring slightly larger would be

acceptable. The rest of the time would be enjoying the ring as a novelty. This allows us to tool

and stock 3 sizes instead of 24 half incremental sizes that most rings are sold in.

FIGURE 29: Large, medium and small sizes for acrylic ring prototype



These rings along with a more refined form, also reduced the total part count from 8

to 5. There were still two different thicknesses of acrylic but the nylon strap was removed

which takes a considerable additional cost out the product. As this prototype developed, we

began to explore some different materials for the bezel including the mirrored acrylic and

opaque colored acrylic as seen in Figure 30.

FIGURE 30: Incorporating opaque plastic (left) and mirror acrylic (right) into ring prototype. July 2009

As I prototyped, the team thought it would be fun to explore what a giant Brass Rat would

look like and the novelty of having more of a desktop ring as seen in Figure 31.

FIGURE 31: Extra large version of ring prototype for desktop novelty. July 2009.



These prototypes allowed us to develop a lot of little concepts with a simple form, but

there were still some fundamental issues that need to be resolved with the form and

aesthetic. This prototype would stick out when worn and really didn't have the full Brass Rat

feel that was wanted. The bezel appears too squared off and didn't flow well between the

bezel and the rest of the ring. This was especially apparent in the smaller rings where the

sizing of the bezel over powered the base of the ring. The next set of prototypes looked to

really attack the form of the ring and try to bring more of the spirit of the Brass Rat into a

plastic flatRat.

FIGURE 32: Reformed ring prototype to more closely resemble form of Brass Rat. August 2009.

Figure 32 shows a first attempt at finding a form factor closer to the Brass Rat. The

shanks of the ring were angled out and the snaps to the top bezel piece to the skanks were

removed. This lead to the hole and snaps to the sides to be moved lower and flare out on the

edges, which was a bit awkward and bulky. The biggest difference was in the transition from

the bezel to the lower parts of the ring, which became much smoother and much more Brass

Rat specific.

Building on the foundation of this prototype, I immediately reworked the design and

developed the prototype seen in Figure 32. The biggest improvement in the new design is

the connection between the ring sides and the shanks, which instead of a snap and hole



mechanism was replaces with a dove-tail like snap system. The alternating posts snap

together to give a clean and strong edge to the ring and gave more versatility to the form.

The lines and curves of the ring were modeled heavily after the ring and as seen in Figure

33, it began to resemble the Brass Rat profile.

FIGURE 33: Reformed ring prototype with new snap fit edges. August 2009.

This prototype was definitely the best yet and gave the most potential for a viable

product. It was also designed to be all one thickness of acrylic so it could be packaged in the

same sheet it was cut, removing several steps in the manufacturing and assembly process.

Figure 34 demonstrates a mockup of this prototype to be complete cut as one piece on the

laser cutter.

FIGURE 34: Packaging mockup up of prototype in Figure 31. August 2009.



The pieces are held in by small tabs connecting the large piece to each piece of the

flatRat by simply leaving uncut portions around the circumference of each piece. The card is

similar thickness and size to a credit card and could easily fit in anyone's wallet of pocket.

This prototype gave all the functionality, looks and manufacturability that the project was

looking for. The only question was whether the laser cutter is ultimately the best strategy or if

we even wanted the product to be in plastic. As we continued exploring, we found that it

proved to be very expensive and lower quality than what we could achieve.



4 CHEMICAL ETCHING

4.1 DESIGNING FOR CHEMICAL ETCHING

Chemical etching is a 2D manufacturing process that uses chemicals to remove

specific areas on sheet metal in order to create complex forms that would be difficult to

machine. It begins with an art proof with a desired image or part. This image is then

translated to a protective film and where the image designates there will be a hole in the

protective film. This film is then put over the desired metal and then put into a chemical

bath. The chemical will react and dissolve the metal at all the open areas of the film. The

result is a metal sheet with the art work imprinted onto it.

There are a few options when creating the artwork for chemical etching. You can etch

on the front of the sheet, on the back, or etch all the way through. Depending on the

thickness of the sheet, there are limits on the resolution of the artwork due to isotropic

properties of the etching process. Isotropic etching means that as the chemical dissolves

down from the initial film layer, it also etches laterally that affects the resolution of the etch.

FRONT FILM

METAL SHEET

BACK FILM
TOP ETCH BACK ETCH FULL ETCH

ISOTROPIC
RESOLUTION LOSS

FIGURE 35: Section view of chemical etching process for back, front and full cuts on metal.

Due to the capabilities of the process, the artwork is essentially limited to "black and

white" meaning that either you have a mark or you don't. All complex images must be broken

down to two tones, there is no in between "grey". It is also difficult to use both sides of the a

sheet for imaging the same area. If you have a front etch on one side, you cannot have any

etch on the back or it will become a full etch through. Essentially, you are cutting half way

through on either side and when they overlap it etches all the way through. Below is an

example of how this was used to develop artwork on a stainless steel business card.



FIGURE 36: Chemically etched business card for MIT Mechanical Engineering

As you can see, everything on the card is either etched (matted grey look), etched

through("MECH"), or unetched (polished areas). There are several techniques that help

make more complex and interesting images with only using these three depths of cut:

- Etching Artwork - You can simply etch the vectors of you images or text directly in. It gives

the cleanest and highest resolution lines. On a 0.01" thick sheet, all vector lines must be at

least 0.5 pixel width.

- Etching Background - As seen with the three pillar logo, the artwork is raised from an

etched background. This gives a "popping" look to the artwork and the matte finish of the

etched background gives a good contrast to the card. All raised artwork must be 1 pt width.

- Full Etch - Full etching, as seen with "MECH", cuts the artwork all the way through the

sheet. It is important to maintain structure when creating full cuts, because if the art is too

complex or you have surrounded an area in full etching, it will fall through and you won't get

the desired outcome. Lines that are smaller than 1 pt. between two areas of full etching

will be lost and all "islands" surrounded by full etching should be supported.

In order to develop the artwork for this manufacturing process, I used Adobe Illustrator. It

was perfect for creating vector based images which are required for the manufacturer to



translate what you want into films. Below is an example of translating artwork into vector

format and the result:

1. The MIT Mechanical Engineering Logo

MITMECHE

FIGURE 37: MIT Mechanical Engineering Logo

2. Translated into Vector images - All front etching is designated in black, full etching in red,

and no etching in white. Back etching would be designated in blue and could not overlap

with anything in black.

O~mrt~u~d Snm,
I~mduim ~mum si Te~bW

1~ h~.sag~ie.aa hug. q. 1 , )4~ Ia~.&n~~ P~CW 1 ~
P51 725114S0 P ~1 7~U4.U~ ~

FIGURE 38: Vector artwork created to send to chemical etcher to obtain Figure 36

3. The final result in stainless steel in Figure 36

Due to isotropic etching, all etches will increase 0.006" at all points from the center

of the desired mark. For example if you have a half etched box that is 0.1"xO.1", your

resulting box will have the same center but have the dimensions of 0.112" x 0.112"



-- m -- Art Proof

-- Final

3D shapes can be made by adding snap fits and bending. Bending is a fairly simple

addition and can add a lot to the product. You can either add an etched line or a line of

etched wholes to make the bending line clear and weaken a specific area in order

concentrate the forces to get a clean edge.

There are few more things to include when developing the artwork for chemical etching:w

- All artwork must be in the RGB colors:

Black R:O B:O G:O

White R:255 B:255 G:255

Red R:255 B:O G:O

Blue R:O B:255 G:O

- The final product must be surrounded by at 2 pt. Red line and then attached to the full

sheet by two tabs. This can be seen on the card above with the surrounding red line and

two white tabs at the bottom of the card.

- Potential metals included Stainless Steel and Brass. There are others but we have not

explored them yet.

- The sheet size used by our manufacturer is 12"x20". There is a potential for other sizes but

this is what is easiest and cheapest to get done quickly.

- There are several steps for the final translation for the manufacturer.

1. Finalize placement of objects on the sheet

2. Make sure everything is outline correctly and has tabs

3. Save full file



4. Turn all red vector lines into black, and take all red fills and change them to black

5. Turn all blue vectors and fills into white

6. Make sure file then looks like a black representation of everything that you'll see on
the front of the sheet.

7. Save as "front" file

8. Go back to original full file

9. Turn all black vectors and fills into white

10. Turn all blue and red vectors and fills into black

11. Make sure file is a black representation of everything to be etched on back

12. Save as "back" file

4.2 CHEMICAL ETCHING PROTOTYPING

Prototyping flatRat with chemical etching was another step up in cost and fidelity, so

there wasn't as much iteration and a longer turn around time with each prototype. Each

prototype needed to be carefully designed and all the potential issues worked about before

outsourcing the files to be etched. The cost of prototyping was still smaller than most

industry prototyping processes but they were much higher than both the laser and paper

prototyping cost. Each prototyping run would be a 12"x18" sized sheet that we could

prototype over which would have a I time tooling cost of $100 and a subsequent $80 per

sheet etched with the same design. The large sheet allowed us to test a lot of prototypes per

run, but there was also no learning factor that comes with quick iteration. I had to put a lot of

different things on one sheet with the hope that 1 would work well. If something didn't turn

out, we had to reiterate and test again that would be another couple hundred dollars.

This completely changed the process that we had been working with previously. There

was a risk and cost involved with each prototype, leading me to be a little more cautious with

how much we explored. The size of the sheet did allow us to try some interesting things, but

the functional prototypes needed to be fully tested and refined in order to avoid redesigns

and higher costs. This change in design brings up an interesting point of how cost

associated with prototypes limits creativity. When there is a risk involved, ideas become

more conservative to avoid large failures and losses. Even though it wasn't my money being

spent, I was still conservative and didn't vary designs by extreme increments. I was able to



explore with the laser and paper without having to worry about any real cost being lost, but

there was something on the line so I withheld from doing anything over the top. Looking back

this naturally prohibitive mentality was terrible for what we were trying to accomplish. For the

future, these pressures need to be alleviated and even though there is some cost, there

needs to be the same level of exploration as the earlier stages. There are so many

possibilities in this new medium and designs shouldn't be limited by cost savings.

The first set of prototypes to come from our manufacturer focused on one design of

flatRat with a lot of small variations within the same design. The main prototype in Figure 39

includes the flatRat as 5 pieces to be snapped together. The pieces are attached to two

cards: (1) a credit card sized card so you can keep flatRat in your pocket and (2) an exterior

packaging card that has information, labels and pictures. These are all held in place by tabs

that bridge the gaps that can then be broken by twisting the pieces out.

FIGURE 39: First brass chemically etched flatRat prototype with exterior metal "packaging", interior wallet
insert, and flatRat components.



This prototype was a first attempt at creating an aesthetic product that was

compelling at a point of sale within a store. This included a new logo, adding graphic of the

MIT campus, and refining the graphics on the ring itself. This process turned out to be fairly

difficult. It required creating a dynamic product image and graphic layout that all played into

how the user interacted with the product and why they would want to buy it. The first few

iterations mocked up on the computer turned out confusing or convoluted, with a lack of

focus on the product. By creating a defined graphic style, choosing a consistent typefaces

and overall product look and feel, I came up with this first iteration. It had all the look and

feel that we were going for along with all the information and excitement that we wanted to

created around the product.

FIGURE 40: Optimized snap together flatRat based on multiple variations on each piece

The assembled prototype as seen in Figure 40 began to resemble the real look and

feel of a Brass Rat. This prototype is completely snap fit together with similar interaction

points as the last laser cut prototype. The iteration featured in Figure 40 is an assembly of

the best fitting pieces of 10 different variations of each piece in order to find the optimal

sizes for each snap fit.



With these interactions, the ring was actually fairly difficult to assemble because of

its small size and thin metal pieces. Unlike the plastic pieces, they would torque out of place

and would be very difficult to hold in place until the final pieces were put on. There was also

a large variability from piece to piece. One side piece meant to have the exact same

dimensions as another would be off by .005" which is enough that a snap fit won't work

correctly.

There were also some problems with the overall product assembly and the multiple

pieces. With so many small pieces held in place by tabs, they would easily catch and twist

out of the card when you didn't want them to. This problem was addressed in the next

generation but started bringing up larger issues of how we want to present the ring.

The next iteration looked to address the difficult assembly of a small ring and how I

could reduce the dexterity required to put the ring together. Figure 41 shows the second

flatRat prototype which reduces the part count of the ring to 2 pieces.

FIGURE 41: Folding and snap together flatRat in made from Brass with etched graphics.

All of the outside surfaces are one piece that is bent along the edges and the bezel is

then snapped into the center of the ring. This prototype was much easier to use but there

were still issues of getting consistent snap fits to work with the bezel. Some would fit and

others wouldn't, which would be unacceptable in a final product. From the two prototyping



sheets we got in, it was more and more apparent that the snap fit that was successful in

laser cutting would be difficult to master in chemical etching. Primarily from the tolerances

of the manufacturing process but also the difference in thicknesses made it difficult to do

correctly and in a way that was easy to assemble.

The next set of prototypes looked to improve on some of the issues of the previous

two prototypes. One of the biggest concerns was what was going to happen with the large

outside piece of metal once the ring had been removed. This was adding a large cost without

adding anything functional or reusable other than a point of purchase display. The other

issue, as mentioned, was the difficult assembling the small pieces by hand. The last was

the long standing issue of how to address multiple sizes of rings. The current system

requires multiple sizes of rings that fit a certain range of people, but as we developed the

product this problem turned out to be a larger issue than expected and we had to refine our

solution. These problems were resolved by the third iteration seen in Figure 42 below.

FIGURE 42: Brass and stainless steel prototypes with single folding flatRat



This prototype reduces the ring's part count down to I and all assembly of the ring is

done by bending. This makes the user experience direct and easy to get from the 2D piece to

the final ring, along with a much more robust look and feel. Once bent, it could easily stand

dropping, wearing, playing, etc... without losing its form. Previous editions would fall apart

with any kind of impact force but by taking out all of the weak interactions, the product

became much stronger. With this change, I also redesigned the shape of the walls to more

closely resemble the shape of the ring. This includes tapered sides and shanks, seen in

Figure 43, similar to the taper of the Brass Rat. Previous iterations were more squared off

and with the change the ring became less bulky and more in tune with the form of the Brass

Rat.

FIGURE 43: Stainless steel single part flatRat using only bending

The next major issue addressed by this prototype was how our product would be

appealing to multiple sizes of fingers. Previously, we looked to make multiple sizes and

people could buy the size right for them. This would give everyone a good fitting ring, but it

created a huge problem from a business stand point. We would have to tool, store and sell

all the sizes that we want to make, which adds more complexity and costs to the product.



Ultimately it was a lot of hassle for something that we didn't see as adding a lot of benefit.

We decided to step back and define what the sizing of the ring meant to the user experience

and how important it was to have one that fit just right.

We decided that having a ring that fits just right doesn't really matter. When someone

purchases a flatRat, they most likely take it out of the case and fold it. They might try it on or

play with it for a few minutes, but really won't wear the ring for day to day activities. By

transitioning to metal we also started running into the issue of sharp edges. This would

make a tight fitting ring potentially uncomfortable and unsafe if you jam you hand/finger

while wearing it. With these conditions, we decided to go with a one size fits all ring that is

too big for anyone to wear seriously but still have the shape and feel of a Brass Rat. By

making it larger, we also made it much easier to use and put together along with giving more

detail to the images on the ring as we increased the size. People will be able to put together

the ring, play for a little bit, and then keep it as a memorabilia item. The different sizing only

matters for the smallest part of the user experience and would potentially cause more

problems than it would be helping.

The other major issue resolved was how to make the packaging component of the

sheet could be used to not waste material like in previous prototypes. This prototype uses

that extra material as a ring stand for the folded flatRat to sit on as seen in Figure 44. This

addresses the need to store and show off the ring once it has been played with and doesn't

just get thrown into a box or drawer. This gives it a specific place on the user's shelf to

always enjoy the ring once its initial assembly is complete. This is done by folding the full

piece in half and folding up a specially designed cantilevered tab that holds the ring in front

of the dome and other campus graphics. This addition makes the packaging valuable to the

user along with enhancing the overall user experience of the ring after they are done with

assembling.



FIGURE 44: Single piece flatRat on folded stand



5 FINAL PRODUCT

This last prototype addressed most of the main issues that arose during the ring's

development, along with evolving into product that we could bring to market. Most of the

major components had been hashed out through each of the prototypes but there were still

a few small issues that needed to be refined before we could take it to market.

During the last stages of our prototyping efforts in December of 2010, we began to

shop the idea to several people that would potentially want to buy the product. The most

important of those leads was the Brass Rat Ring Committee, the team responsible for

designing the Class of 2013 Brass Rat. They were in the last few stages of their design

process and we were able to get a meeting with them to present our idea. After the

presentation, they decided to purchase our product as a give away during the upcoming Ring

Premiere Ceremony. At this event, the Ring Committee debuts the design of the ring along

with giving away prizes and gifts to the attendants, which this year would include a flatRat

that depicted the design of the 2013 ring.

As we began negotiations on a contract, the most crucial factor became the cost per

ring. With our current manufacturing costs we would have to charge them 16-20 dollars per

flatRat, which was out of their budget for the quantities they were looking to order. In order

to get the Ring Committee on board, I went back to the design in order to cut as much cost

as possible and still deliver a quality product.

The easiest way to cut cost with chemical etching is to optimize the surface area that

your product occupies. There is a direct and linear relationship between how many pieces

you can fit on a sheet and how much they cost per unit. If we could reduce size and get more

parts on a sheet, we could potentially save a lot of money.

After iterating through paper and computer mockups, I resolved to the prototype

featured in Figure 45 below.



FIGURE 45: Separate ring and stand optimized for manufacturing and aesthetics

This prototype took a step away from the all in one packaging that we had been

prototyping and separated the two components, the stand and the ring, into two different

pieces. This paired with moving to a new manufacturer allowed us to take our total cost from

$10.00 dollars down to $4.87 for the two parts. This change made all the difference in our

business plan and allowed us to put together a full product for a reasonable price for the

Ring Committee.

The new prototype not only optimized our cost structure, but it was also a better

product with more appealing aesthetic. There was no unneeded area for logos or

instructions but each piece only had what it needed. It also removed the need to twist out

the parts from a larger piece which would often leave a sharp bur or potentially damage the

part. This strategy requires a dedicated package but we were able to source those for under

10 cents a piece compared to the extra 5 dollars that having the metal packaging which

would need a protective cover anyway. This way we could focus on the aesthetic and

functionality of the ring and separate the instructions, logos, and graphics into card stock

card.



The ring is the exact same as before except that our final product is only produced in

brass as seen in Figure 46. The stand has the same dome component with cantilever ring

stand but added are the green building and MIT logo that fold in front and behind the great

dome in order to balance the product.
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FIGURE 46: Individual components, the ring and the stand, fold to give 3D parts

The stand was also optimized to not only hold the flatRat well but can also be a stand

for the actual Brass Rat as seen below. This added functionality allows the consumer to use

it in multiple ways and give it a higher perceived value for its novelty.

FIGURE 47: flatRat stand holding 2011 Brass Rat



With the two separate pieces, we needed to source packaging that held the stand

and ring together and could be distributed. The easiest and cheapest way to package the

product was with a cellophane bag with card stock insert with instructions. The card stock

insert would give the package some structure to protect the brass pieces from inadvertent

bending during shipping and handling. The card stock also served as a divider between the

two brass pieces in order to protect them from scratching one another.

FIGURE 48: Final packaging design for manufacturing run for Class of 2013 edition

It also allowed us to add more graphical instructions, logos, and history shown in Figure 49,

that couldn't have been added otherwise. The company that printed the inserts also had the

capability to double side print and crease for folding which allowed us to fold the card in half

and add all the instructions to the inside the packaging.



FIGURE 50: Exterior of card stock insert (left) and interior graphics and instructions (right)

With the product complete and all components set, we were able to go ahead with a

full manufacturing run. Our first run produced 420 flatRats and sold at a price of $11.00 a

piece to the Ring Committee to give out to the first attendants at Ring Premiere. The Ring

Committee debuted the design for this years Brass Rat followed by the world premiere of the

flatRat:Class of 2013 Limited Edition as shown in Figure 51.

FIGURE 50: flatRat debut at 2013 Ring Premiere Ceremony on February 11, 2011
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DISCUSSION

Over the past two years, our team has worked to develop not only the concept of

flatRat but also the motivations and structure behind it. This project was a definite success,

bringing a concept from the early stages of ideation to a final product sold to consumers. It

was also successful in how we created it, accomplishing everything with a small budget,

accessible tools and limited man power. This builds into the overall goal of passing this

process onto others in a similar position, with the hopes that they can bring another product

to life.

This goal is already being realized with the work of Dr. Lawrence Neeley at Olin of

College of Engineering. Engineering students with little product design experience are

beginning projects with this process and turning them into flourishing businesses from Dr.

Neeley's classes. With all of the knowledge and tools we've put together over the past two

years, Dr. Neeley has been able to optimize the process to the point where his students go

from concept generation to final product in about 6 weeks. This is a tremendous success for

the next levels of this project, spreading product design and making the once daunting

process accessible to a greater population. There is no doubt that this project will continue

to grow and thrive at Olin, and hopefully spread past the college classroom to the real world,

bringing more products to life.

The most interesting part of this project was how much I gained outside of my core

Mechanical Engineering curriculum. Many of the things I learned through this project I would

have never experienced in a standard eduction and in my opinion, these experiences have

the most potential to contribute to my career. This is most evident in the non-technical

aspects of the project, in particular the communication and organizational skills required to

get a concept off the ground, through manufacturing and onto store shelves. Engineering

often gives you the tools to design something well, but leaves out some the crucial aspects

of bringing it to life in the real world.

There are big steps to between a proof of concept to a full product reliant on cost,

user experience and clients needs. Some classes try to address these issues but most of the

time the issues are diluted to the point that you don't actually deal with real world issues.



The difference between talking about "Design for Manufacturing" in a class compared to

actually talking to a manufacturer about design issues is a huge. By having a real

conversation with a real manufacturer you learn some of the basic skills and tools need to

get something made on a large scale. I imagine these would be learned in the first few years

working in industry, but by learning them during my time I college, I changed how I focused in

my education and how the technical skills I learned in class actually apply to business

related situations.

There is also very little focus on how certain design decision change the entire

business structure of a product. With most project based classes, you spend the entire

semester getting a product to work. You choose the most efficient way to do something, use

the optimal materials, and spend whatever it takes (or up to the allocated budget) to get it to

look nice and work well. The difference in this project was that we were always designing a

product to sell. There was no deadline for getting it done, no grade with how well I

implemented a design prompt, and plenty of constraints that come with a real world project.

These real constraints influenced the entire scope and focus of the project, making it feel a

lot less tangible at the beginning but a far greater accomplishment by the end.

There is something to be said about how this project influenced my education and

how much it contributed to how I learn and grow as an engineer and designer. By seeing

something evolve from a vague concept to a product in the hands of 500 students around

campus is far more satisfying than my other engineering projects. flatRat was one of the

least technical projects I worked on while at MIT, but it was also one of the most challenge in

its depth into the process. It required me to stretch far beyond my engineering training and

into the realm of design theory, business strategy, and team communication. By adding all of

these factors, it changed how I thought about the process and changed how the product

ended up coming to life. Every one of these stages of product design influence one another.

If one part of the business strategy changes, the design of the product should change with it.

Engineering students often only see the one side and they design without a reason or

influence from these other factors, often leading to products that can't get off the ground.

With a constant balance and investment into each one of these branches, a product can

fully come to life and thrive.



I would recommend that all engineering students aspiring to go into product design

engage in similar project at some point in their education. There is incredible value in

creating something that you want to bring to market. Project based classes have value in

experiencing some of the basics of the design process, but there always something missing.

There is a focus and drive that comes from a product that is meant to be real and it's

success rides on how the consumer reacts to it, not how a professor or reviewer deems it

worthy. This is the ultimate test that designers in industry go up against every day and there

is no protective layer like what occurs in academia, along with no limits to the success of the

product.

Seeing a bit of the real world before graduating has given me a taste for what it takes

to thrive in it and has encouraged me to explore more in it. I will always want to keep making

new things, present them to the world, and see how the world reacts. This project was my

first real experience with design, business and product engineering, and I will always be

grateful for it's influence in finding my passion in product design.

If you'd like to discuss this project further, have any particular questions, or any other

inquiries, please feel free to email me at gwintherl3@gmail.com.
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APPENDIX B

LASER CUTTER HOW TO:

Solid Works Program Files on Separate Computer
1. Move parts to one SolidWorks draw file

a. Set size of draw file to be 24" Wide x 12" Height
b. Insert all desired pieces into draw file
c. Make sure all parts are set to a 1:1 ratio
NOTE: Laser cutting is only 2D. Any three dimensional variation will not be
included.

2. Save file as .dxf
3. Load to mobile storage device

From other vector programs (Illustrator...)
1. Create all cuts in one color (either red of black) and all the raster images in the other color

(the opposite of the cuts).
2. Create a "Group" of all the cuts together and another of all the images
3. Export as either .ai or .dxf

At the Laser Cutter
4. TURN ON Laser Cutter, Air Pump on floor, and computer
5. Login to account "Laser Cutter" with password: 20591
6. From mobile storage device open .dxf or .ai file with CorelDraw

Open CorelDraw on Windows
7. Set "Sheet Size" in top left corner to 24"x12" or the Legend Engraver sheet size
8. All parts from SolidWorks should appear as they did in the SolidWorks Draw file
9. Select all cut lines or grouped cut lines and set thickness of line to "Hairline" for anything
that you wish to vector cut (cutting all the way through). Make sure only lines you want to cut
are show on the page

note: thickness setting looks like top of fountain pen
10. If you want to raster cut (engraving), all lines that are not Hairline thickness will be
rastered. It is easiest to add these after you have your vector lines set to hairline and you
don't want to make any more changes to what will be vectored

PRINTING
11. Hit Print and select the Legend Engraver as the printer
12. Go to printer properties/settings

a. For vector cutting .06-.15" acrylic settings should be
Speed:10 Power:100 Frequency:5000

b. For raster cutting acrylic, depth is relative to speed
Deeper Cuts Speed:10 Power 100 Frequency5000
Surface Engraving Speed:50 Power 100 Frequency:5000
Lower Speed to increase depth of cut. Lowering the speed too much
may cause melting of the plastic. This occurs around Speed=10



13. Hit Print
CUTTING
14. Double Check air pump is on and there is adequate ventilation(make sure vent gates are
open on ducts)
15. Place plastic in bed
16. All pieces as they appear on the 24"x12" board will be cut accordingly on the plastic

relative to the top right corner of the bed.
16. Go to "Jobs", and select job you just sent

Double check that everything looks as you want it
17. Hit run

-Do not try to open bed before job is done
-If you want to stop hit the stop button twice to cancel job
**Always watch progress of machine to make sure it is only making one cut and the cuts you
want
***Acrylic and other materials are flammable so monitor for flames and immediately cancel
and double check that the vent and pump are working
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